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ABSTRACT In recent years, the growing interest in video-based applications has resulted in a rapid increase
in wireless data traffic and meeting the stringent quality-of-experience (QoE) requirements for such type of
traffic poses a great challenge given the scarce spectrum. As a consequence, new approaches have been
investigated to tackle this problem and one promising solution proposed by researchers is to exploit device-
to-device (D2D) communication in video transmission. D2D communication has been presented as an
innovation that can improve the cellular network performance by exploiting the proximity-based service
between closely-located devices. It enhances the spectral and energy efficiencies, improves the capacity
of the network and reduces the communication delay as well. Despite the above-mentioned advantages,
there are some challenges in video transmission over D2D networks that need to be addressed. These
issues include proposing methods for improving the quality of video streaming, management of the possible
resulting interference between the D2D links and regular cellular links, resource allocation as well as
appropriate selection of the mode of operation. Besides, issues related to D2D-based video caching such
as clustering, energy consumption and the use of incentive-based schemes have also been discussed. In this
paper, we examine the challenges of video streaming over D2D networks and comprehensively review the
available solutions proposed in the literature.

INDEX TERMS D2D communication, video caching, multicasting, mode selection, reuse mode, interfer-
ence management, public safety.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the tremendous increase in the number of portable
devices and mobile applications have prompted exponential
growth in wireless traffic. Accordingly, new paradigms have
been investigated to improve the performance of the tradi-
tional cellular architecture [1]. Conventional solutions like
increasing the dedicated spectrum, reducing the cell coverage
(through the use of femtocells) and using multiple antennas
either cost much, as they usually involve deployment of new
infrastructure, or are already reaching their limits [2]. device-
to-device (D2D) communication is a novel approach that has
been receiving much attention during the last few years as a
promising solution to offload the base station (BS) or e-Node
B (eNB) and relieve future network congestion [3]–[5].
D2D communications enables two devices to communicate

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Danping He.

directly without traversing the core network. The benefits
of incorporating D2D communication into a traditional net-
work include offloading wireless traffic, enhancing spectral
and energy efficiencies, decreasing communication delay and
boosting the system throughput [6]. Besides, D2D commu-
nication is considered as a technique to extend the cellular
network coverage and improve the performance of edge users
who usually encounter poor services [7].

D2D communication has already been investigated
in 3GPP standardization as a proximity service (ProSe)
that allows direct transmission between devices located in
close vicinity. In particular, the feasibility of D2D commu-
nication within the Long Term Evolution network (LTE)
and the different use cases are discussed in [8]. More-
over, the architectural enhancements required to integrate
D2D communication into the available cellular network
are investigated in [9]. The authors in [10] provided an
overview of D2D fundamentals and standardization in 3GPP,
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FIGURE 1. Classification of D2D communications.

including device discovery, resource allocation, channels and
signaling.

Generally, based on how spectrum sharing between the
D2D link and the traditional cellular user equipment (UEs)
is managed, D2D communication can be classified into two
modes of operation, namely, inband and outband D2D as
shown in Fig. 1. Inband D2D communication occurs over
the cellular spectrum, while the outband one utilizes the unli-
censed frequency bands. Inband D2D is further categorized
into underlay and overlay D2D communication [6]. In under-
lay communication, D2D pairs share the same resources with
active UEs, whereas in overlay D2D, a portion of cellu-
lar resources is dedicated for D2D communication. Clearly,
underlay D2D improves the spectral efficiency, however,
it could introduce interference to UEs [6]. A significant
amount of literature studied inband D2D communication
and the majority of research efforts focused on the issue
of mitigating the interference between D2D links and the
UEs [11], [12]. On the other hand, overlay D2D obviously
mitigates interference [13], however, its major drawback is
its inefficient resource utilization. As a consequence, many
works proposed the idea of outband D2D communication
where D2D operation is moved to the unlicensed spectrum
to completely eliminate the interference and enhance the
spectral efficiency [14]–[16]. Wi-Fi Direct technology can
indeed be considered as some sort of outband D2D communi-
cation. Outband D2D communication can be divided into two
subcategories, controlled and autonomous. Controlled D2D
is proposed to improve the reliability of outband communi-
cation by using the BS as a central control device. Managing
the communication between the two different bands is an
essential issue of outband D2D [7]. Moreover, based on the
level of involvement of the BS (whether partial or full), con-
trolled outband D2D communication can be categorized into
four types: device relaying with a BS-assisted controlled link,

direct communication between devices with a BS-assisted
controlled link, relaying device with a device-assisted con-
trolled link and direct D2D with a device-assisted controlled
link [17].

A few years ago, most of mobile data traffic was due
to low-rate data services and web-browsing applications.
Recently, video-based applications (e.g., Netflix, YouTube,
online gaming and social apps) have driven an explosive
growth in data traffic [2]. According to the recent Global
Internet Phenomena Report released by the networking com-
pany Sandvine in 2018, a video service like Netflix is actually
responsible for 15% of the total downstream volume of traffic
across the entire Internet [18]. This growing demand for
video streaming puts a serious strain on wireless networks
due to the scarcity of the available radio spectrum, which
makes it hard to provide the users with the high through-
put necessary for the expected quality of experience (QoE).
Also, video streaming is very sensitive to delay since the
video content should be delivered before a certain deadline.
Hence, fluctuations in data rate may lead to stalling events,
which greatly degrade the QoE. New techniques have thus
been continuously researched in order to improve the video
streaming experience. Many works in the literature suggested
employing D2D communication for video transmission to
offload the traditional network and enhance the quality of
video streaming. D2D-based video transmission still encoun-
ters several challenges that are currently being investigated
such as an extra energy overhead for D2D transmitters, com-
plex network architecture and how to accommodate different
video playback qualities for each user.

Lots of surveys on D2D communication are readily avail-
able in the literature. For example, in [6], the authors classi-
fied the existing D2D works based on spectrum sharing and
provided an overview of the literature on inband and out-
band D2D communication. For each category, they discussed
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FIGURE 2. System model for video streaming over D2D networks.

the research papers in terms of energy efficiency, spectrum
efficiency, cellular coverage and fairness. Also, the authors
in [19] provided a comprehensive survey on interference
management algorithms in D2D communication. Challenges
facing D2D communication including interference mitiga-
tion, relay selection and power consumption are surveyed
in [20]. In [21], the authors reviewed the existing works
on D2D communication underlaying an LTE network; they
focused on aspects such as D2D discovery, link establishment
and D2D implementation. Finally, they highlighted the open
research issues that require further investigation. On another
related front, available works on D2D communication from
the perspective of security and privacy are reviewed in [17]
and [22]. Also, a recent survey [7] focused on different D2D
communication issues including mode selection, resource
management, security and mobility management.

Despite the fact that there are many survey papers in the
literature that discuss different aspects of D2D communica-
tions, clearly, none of them have focused on the problem of
video streaming in D2D networks. That is why in this paper,
we provide a comprehensive review of the available literature
on video transmission using D2D communications and this
will represent our main contribution in this work.

II. D2D VIDEO STREAMING NETWORKS
A. SYSTEM MODEL AND LITERATURE CLASSIFICATION
Video streaming can generally be classified into live (real-
time) video or video on demand (VOD) where video files are
cached in an entity and sent to the requesters when needed.
Streaming can also be classified as being either uni- or mul-
ticast where in the former the video is received by a single
recipient while in the latter, it is concurrently received by
multiple ones. Based on the above, D2D video streaming can
be achieved throughmultiple different transmission scenarios
and a general system model is shown in Fig. 2 where a
single cell is depicted. Irrespective of the scenario considered,
the concept of clustering naturally arises where a number of

users are grouped together based on some criteria. If caching
is used, one cluster member (called a cluster head (CH)) or
more may cache popular video files for later dissemination
to the rest of the members when needed. Another possible
scenario is that a CH is selected and will be responsible
for receiving a live video stream from the BS via a cellular
link and forwarding it to the intended user(s) depending on
whether uni- or multicasting is used. D2D relay-based video
streaming in which amobile device acts as a relay for one-hop
transmission is also a possibility for both live and cached
video. This mode can be used when the distance between
the two D2D terminals is greater than a specific predefined
threshold as shown in Fig. 2.
As will be discussed later in details, in cache-enabled D2D

networks, the caching decision can be taken independently
by each device, which is known as probabilistic (random)
caching or centrally by the BS in a deterministic fashion.
In either case, several performance metrics can be consid-
ered to quantify the caching gain. This might include out-
age probability (OP), offloading gain, network delay and
energy efficiency. Also, caching decisions can be affected by
multiple factors such as preferences of the clustered users,
quality of service (QoS) and QoE of the target users, total
energy consumed by the cluster, incentives given to terminals
participating in establishing D2D connections, among many
others. This will be discussed in detail in the sequel as well.

It is important to note that, generally, the algorithms pro-
posed in the literature to tackle different practical issues in
D2D networks might not be directly applicable to the case
of video streaming applications and further aspects should be
considered. For example, video characteristics and QoS/QoE
should be targeted when resource allocation, power control
or mode selection algorithms are designed. Mode selection
algorithms are used to identify which mode of operation;
cellular, dedicated and reuse should be chosen for a particular
transmission. In the cellular mode, the BS is considered as
a relay while in dedicated and reuse modes, a direct trans-
mission link is established between devices using dedicated
resources (overlay) or reusing the cellular resources (under-
lay). Finally, the usage of scalable video coding (SVC) or
layered video in conjunction with D2D streaming whether for
real-time or cached videos is a decision that can indeed affect
both the design and performance of the network.

Another important aspect that needs to be tackled in D2D
networks in general is interference management where inter-
ference inevitably arises in such networks due to the reuse of
cellular resources. However, it is possible to devise interfer-
ence management algorithms that are specifically designed
while taking the nature of the video data into account.

In summary, D2D video streaming turns out to be a very
rich topic and encompasses intersections between various
ideas that are not limited to only what has been discussed
above in this subsection. In Fig. 3, we show a Venn diagram
that summarizes the most significant works in the D2D video
streaming literature and the areas covered by each paper.
All these works will be discussed in the following sections
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FIGURE 3. Classification of the literature on video streaming over D2D networks.

of the survey highlighting their differences and contribu-
tions according to the arrangement described in the next
subsection.

B. SURVEY ARRANGEMENT
First, in Section III, we survey an area that has been exten-
sively studied in the literature; namely combining caching
video content on mobile devices with D2D communication.
In this section, video caching placement and various delivery
strategies are discussed followed by a review of layered video
and energy-aware caching schemes in D2D networks. Fol-
lowing that, incentive-based D2D video streaming techniques
and challenges in cache-based D2D networks are consid-
ered. In Section IV, we then present the papers discussing
the dissemination of real-time video over D2D networks.
Section V details the state of the art in interference man-
agement within the context of D2D-based video streaming
while works related to mode selection and the effect of
D2D communication on the perceived video quality are then
discussed in Sections VI and VII, respectively. After that,
the integration of D2D video streaming with new enabling
technologies is presented in Section VIII. Finally, the use of
D2D communication in public safety networks where video
streaming might be needed is surveyed in Section IX before
the paper is finally concluded in Section X.

III. VIDEO CACHING FOR D2D VIDEO STREAMING
It has been observed that the significant increase in global
data traffic is partly a result of duplicate downloads of popular
video files [23]. Therefore, the majority of existing works
on video transmission over D2D links propose the idea of
caching popular video files in smartphones and sharing them
with other users via D2D communication to reduce backhaul

traffic. D2D video caching thus exploits the large memory of
smartphones and benefits from the redundancy in requested
video content [2], [24]. Caching-based D2D schemes assume
that mobile devices create virtual caches in which popular
video files are stored according to a specific probability distri-
bution that reflects the popularity of the file. Zipf distribution
is commonly used to model file popularity. When a user
requests a cached video file, it can be received directly from
nearby devices without passing through the BS [25].

Video caching has thus been extensively studied in the
literature [1], [2], [23]–[75]. Researchers discussed different
caching strategies considering two aspects, cache placement
as well as content delivery. The cache placement phase refers
to the decision as of which files to be cached in which BS or
UEs. In the content delivery phase, the network decides how
to send the file and set various transmission parameters, for
example, transmission power and channel allocation.

Most of the available D2D caching schemes are based on
virtual clustering where the cell is divided into square or
hexagonal virtual clusters with equal sizes, each having a
cluster head and cluster members as shown in Fig. 4. Users
within the same cluster can communicate and exchange file
with each other via D2D links.When a user requests a specific
video file from the network and the BS finds that it has been
cached by one of the requester’s cluster members and the
distance between them is less than a specific collaboration
distance r , the file is transmitted using a direct D2D link.
This transmission mode is labeled as direct D2D transmission
as shown in Fig. 4 and the collaboration distance is usually
determined according to the transmission power. When a
user within the same cluster caches the file but the distance
between the pair is larger than r , a relay could be selected
to transmit data between the pair. To avoid interference,
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FIGURE 4. Various options for video dissemination in D2D caching
systems.

researchers usually assume that only one D2D pair can be
active within each cluster. If a cluster contains at least one
D2D link, the cluster is considered active. If a requested file
is not available in the neighborhood of the requesting device,
an outage event is declared [24], [26], [28]–[31] and the BS
could get the file from another cluster and forward it to the
requester, this is denoted as inter-cluster cooperation. Finally,
if the requester caches the file, this is called a self-requested
transmission. Clearly, as the cluster size increases, the OP
decreases. On the other hand, a small cluster size means a
large number of simultaneously active clusters. Therefore,
the cluster size is a tradeoff between spatial reuse and content
reuse.

Caching schemes in the literature can be classified to being
either probabilistic and is thus distributed or deterministic and
is thus centralized depending on where the caching decisions
are taken. In deterministic caching, the caching decision is
made by a central entity (usually, the BS), while in proba-
bilistic caching, each UE decides the file to be cached inde-
pendently. Clearly, deterministic caching can be considered to
provide the optimal cache placement for the network. Having
said that, a possible downside of deterministic centralized
caching is that it requires the knowledge of all users’ loca-
tions and their channel state information (CSI) by the BS,
which increases the signaling overhead [24]. In probabilistic
caching, on the other hand, each user decides independently
on which files to be cached [26]–[28]. This caching scheme
is suitable for users with high mobility and it reduces the
signaling overhead, however, it could lower the caching effi-
ciency and leads to overlap and duplication of cache contents
[30]–[32]. In the following subsection, we discuss and com-
pare both probabilistic and deterministic caching schemes.

A. CACHE PLACEMENT AND DELIVERY STRATEGIES
1) PROBABILISTIC CACHING
Most of the works in the literature consider probabilistic
caching as the strategy of choice since it is more well-suited
to the characteristics of a D2D network where devices can
leave and join the network at any time [33]. It is crucial to
note that the decision whether to go with probabilistic or
deterministic caching is completely independent from D2D
scheduling, resource allocation and power control, which
is mostly handled in a centralized way by the BS as one
would expect. Decentralized caching scheme is proposed in
[34], [35] to design a placement and delivery strategy to
reduce the traffic congestion during peak hours. The authors
considered local gain (when the request is served from the
local memory) and global gain, which depends on cumulative
memory of all users. Using information theory, they intro-
duced a caching scheme that exploits local and global gains
to maximize the rate during peak hours. The performance of a
wireless probabilistic caching clustering-based network with
D2D communication is discussed in the works of Ji et al.
[26], [27]. In both works, the authors employed a grid-based
clusteringmodel where the network is divided into small clus-
ters of equal size. To avoid interference, the authors assumed
that only one potential link is allowed within a cluster and
interference between clusters is mitigated using TDMA with
spatial reuse. They also proposed a probabilistic caching pol-
icy with the objective of maximizing the minimum average
user throughput under OP constraint. In [28], the clustering
idea is still adopted but with the cell divided into hexagonal
instead of square clusters to improve the spectral efficiency.
Moreover, relay-assisted transmission as denoted in Fig. 4 is
introduced when the separation between the members of the
D2D pair is greater than r . Experimental results show that
the relay-assisted approach improves the spectral efficiency
with a small reduction in system throughput compared to
non-relay approaches because relay transmission occupies
two-time slots. Also, a D2D-enabled cache system is ana-
lyzed in [30] where the focus is on the dependency of scaling
law on the cache content. The authors provided an expression
for the collaboration distance r as a function of cache con-
tent parameters. They also illustrated that throughput-scaling
behavior depends on the popularity of the cached video files.

Probabilistic caching is also used in [36] where
jointly-optimized cache placement and delivery policies are
proposed with the objective of maximizing the offloading
gain. The offloading gain is defined as the probability that
a user can retrieve the desired video file cached by nearby
devices with a throughput greater than a predefined threshold.
As for the content delivery strategy, the authors assumed that
only helpers (wireless devices that accept to participate in
video distribution) with distances less than the collaborative
distance from the requester can serve as a transmitter. Ran-
dom scheduling is also adopted where transmission occurs
over time slots and each transmitter independently selects
a time slot to transmit through and mutes the transmission
during the remaining period. The results illustrate that the
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offloading gain can be maximized by optimal joint cache
placement and delivery strategy. Similarly, an optimal cache
placement methodology to maximize the density of success-
ful receptions (DSR) in the presence of noise and interference
is proposed in [37]. DSR is a metric related to OP and the
number of receivers per unit area. In this work, stochastic
geometry, in the form of the Poisson point process (PPP)
model, is adopted instead of cluster-based caching to allow
simultaneous transmissions. Stochastic geometry is also used
in [38] where probabilistic cache placement with the goal of
maximizing the throughput and hit probability is discussed.
The authors defined the hit probability as the probability that
the user finds the required video content in its local cache or
inside a certain area. After evaluation, the authors concluded
that, reliability of transmission needs to be considered to
improve the throughput.

In [39], probabilistic cooperative caching where both BS
and D2D caching coexist is discussed. The authors formu-
lated a closed-form expression for the successful transmis-
sion probability, which represents the probability that video
contents are transmitted successfully within a certain period.
The requester can obtain the file through one hop D2D com-
munication or from the BS. They concluded that cooperative
caching can improve transmission probability by reducing
redundancy between the BS and devices.

Furthermore, the authors in [40] formulated a joint D2D
link scheduling and power control problem to maximize
the total system throughput. They studied a one-hop D2D-
assisted wireless random caching system in which a user
can obtain the files from its own memory, from its neighbor
through D2D links or directly from the BS. The problem is
decomposed into two subproblems, a D2D links scheduling
problem and a power allocation one. A D2D scheduling algo-
rithm to maximize the number of scheduled D2D pairs under
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and transmis-
sion power constraints was proposed and a power allocation
algorithm is developed to maximize the minimum throughput
of scheduled D2D users.

2) DETERMINISTIC CACHING
For deterministic caching, it is assumed that the users’ loca-
tions and CSI are perfectly known to the BS and hence,
caching decisions can be made centrally at the BS. In [31],
cluster-based caching with a new inter-cluster cooperation
D2D architecture is introduced with the goal of minimizing
the network delay. As before, the cell is divided into smaller
clusters with equal size and the users within the cluster are
able to communicate directly via dedicated links. When the
requested video content is not available within a specific clus-
ter, inter-cluster cooperation is allowed thanks to the nature of
deterministic caching. The BS thus gets the file from another
cluster and sends it to the requester as shown in Fig. 4. Simu-
lation results reveal that the proposed algorithm decreases the
network average delay by about 45% to 80%.

Similar to [39], cooperative caching is studied in [41],
however, deterministic caching is adopted where each BS

takes a decision on what file to be cached based on its
popularity. To achieve efficient caching, the BSs exchange
their caching information through specific interfaces. In [39],
only single-tier caching is considered, for more efficient
caching, the authors of [41] discussed multi-tier caching
where three types of caching cooperation coexist including
inter-BS, inter-device and cross-tier. They formulated an opti-
mal cooperative cache placement to reduce delivery delay and
improve the hit probability (probability of being served by
a D2D link). Clustering is also implemented in [42], where
D2D users are divided into clusters and different frequency
bands are assigned to cooperative and non-cooperative D2D
links to avoid interference. The authors jointly optimized the
cluster size and the bandwidth allocated to cooperative and
non-cooperative D2D links with the goal of maximizing the
system throughput constrained to a minimum rate require-
ment.

3) PROBABILISTIC VS. DETERMINISTIC CACHING
Some papers considered both probabilistic- and deterministic-
based caching. The work in [24], for example, studied the
performance of both schemes and analyzed the collaboration
distance in each case. Also, in [2] and [29], Golrezaei et al.
proposed splitting the cell into smaller square clusters and
they compared the performance of deterministic and prob-
abilistic caching in terms of the average number of active
clusters. As expected, deterministic cachingwas found to pro-
vide better performance due to the fact that video files do not
overlap. Furthermore, the authors formulated an expression
for the scaling law of active D2D links with the number of
UEs per cell in [2].

4) PREFERENCE-AWARE CACHING POLICIES
As already indicated, improving video content caching has
been explored widely in the literature, however, the proposed
caching policies assumed the knowledge of content popu-
larity and adopted a homogeneous popularity model. This
assumption is not intuitive because different users might have
different preferences. Hence, some approaches suggested
optimizing the caching policy by learning the users’ prefer-
ences. In [43], for example, the authors assumed that the net-
work does not have prior knowledge regarding the popularity
of the video contents and proposed a learning-based caching
algorithm to estimate the intensity function of the file requests
using a kernel estimator. The algorithm aims at deciding the
best (file, user) cache combination to minimize the network
delay. At the initial phase of the caching algorithm, all caches
are assumed to be empty and all users communicate with
the BS. During the next time slot, the learning algorithm is
performed to find the best (file, user) pair that minimizes the
average delay and each user’s cache is updated every cycle
based on the final cache state. Likewise, a cache policy aim-
ing at maximizing the offloading probability given specific
users’ preferences is introduced in [44]. Users’ preferences
are assumed to be unknown and need to be learned using
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accumulated user requests. A user request is modeled by
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) where expec-
tation maximization (EM) was used to predict the proba-
bility of request and users’ preferences. Also, an approach
exploiting individual preferences for caching is introduced
in [45] where the hierarchical structure is used to build a
statistical user preference model based on real data. The
probability of requesting a file by a user is modeled as
a probability that a user requests a certain genre, then a
conditional probability that a file within a genre is requested.
Also, a caching policy with the aim of minimizing energy
consumption using users’ preferences is also proposed in
[46]. The authors considered two scenarios; when the users
do not collaborate, i.e., a user has no knowledge about
other users’ preferences and when users collaborate. Results
illustrated that the coordinated cache with the knowledge of
users’ preferences provides the best performance. Similarly,
Guo et al. in [47] classified the UEs according to their
preferences and investigated three cases; full cooperation,
partial cooperation and no cooperation users’ behaviors. They
designed a caching strategy with the aim of maximizing the
probability of finding the file in the neighboring devices.
Their results provided insights into the effects of selfish
caching
behavior.

5) CACHE DELIVERY WITH FULL-DUPLEX CAPABILITIES
Most of the existing literature focused on the perfor-
mance analysis of cache placement and delivery when
UEs have half-duplex (HD) capabilities, which may not
be efficient enough to deliver video content. Consequently,
cache-enabled D2D communication with full-duplex (FD)
capabilities to improve the spectrum efficiency and reduce
the network delay is considered in [48]. With FD capabil-
ities, various modes of operation may occur and HD is a
special case of them. Specifically, six scenarios are investi-
gated in [48]; self-request, self-request and HD transmission,
full-duplex transceiver, half-duplex receiver, half-duplex
transmitter and finally, hitting outage when the file is not
available in the vicinity or in the user’s cache. The authors
derived closed-form expressions for the successful probabil-
ities in various modes that depend on signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) distribution and video content availability. Sim-
ilarly, simulation results in [49] showed that enabling FD
transmission for the D2D terminals improves the achiev-
able throughput and video quality via decreasing the down-
load time. Interference from D2D pairs to cellular users
(CUs) is mitigated by a D2D transmitter power control algo-
rithm. Considering FD communications, power allocation for
relay-assisted D2D communication is also discussed in [50].
The objective is to maximize the D2D users’ data rate while
satisfying rate requirements for the UEs as well. The relay
operates in FD mode, hence, it can simultaneously transmit
to a D2D user and receive and forward to a UE using the same
frequency band and thus achieves higher spectrum and energy
efficiencies.

6) MULTICAST CACHE DELIVERY STRATEGIES
Lots of works in the literature adopted multicast transmis-
sion as a delivery strategy in cache-enabled D2D networks.
Multicasting allows serving multiple users simultaneously by
one transmitter when they are interested in the same content.
The basic idea of D2D multicasting is dividing the users in
the cell into a number of clusters based on their common
interest in receiving a specific video file. Then, each CH,
who has previously received the required video from the BS,
simultaneously transmits it to the multiple users in the cluster
through D2D links. In the deterministic-caching scheme pro-
posed in [51], it has been reported that combining traditional
video multicasting and D2D communication improved the
overall data rate of the cell and, in particular, enhanced the
performance of cell-edge users.

How and which UEs are to be clustered together for video
multicasting has also been studied in the literature. Different
metrics are adopted for optimizing the cache placement and
cluster formation in multicast transmission including energy
efficiency, spectral efficiency, users locations, social charac-
teristics and hitting probability. Considering social behavior,
[52] proposed a mechanism for cluster formation and CH
selection using social characteristics of the users with the aim
of increasing spectrum and energy efficiencies. Clustering
operation is performed in three steps: cluster formation, head
selection and resource allocation. TheCH is selected based on
two characteristics, first, it caches most of the files required
by cluster members. Second, it should have the closet rela-
tionship to other UEs in the cluster. An iterative algorithm
is used for cluster formation and finally, the bandwidth is
allocated to CHs. In [53], the authors proposed two caching
models to determine the optimal number of video files M to
be cached by the CHs. In the first approach, they optimized
the value of M in order to maximize the hitting probability,
while in the second model they tried to find the value of M
that minimizes the energy consumption. The optimal number
of video files to be cached was then compared between the
two strategies.

B. PARTIAL/LAYERED VIDEO CACHING
IN D2D NETWORKS
Considering users’ requirements for video streaming, differ-
ent users may be able to enjoy different levels of QoE due to
different channel conditions and allocated bandwidth. This
can be achieved by using SVC where a video sequence is
encoded into a base and multiple enhancement layers. The
base layer contains the information required to decode the
video at an acceptable quality level, while the enhancement
layers are used to improve the video quality [54].

Some authors investigated the joint caching and scheduling
problem for SVC. Considering SVC makes the cache place-
ment problemmore complicated and various issues should be
addressed. In addition to the question of which video files to
be cached, the number of layers to be cached by each user and
how to transmit video content and satisfy QoS requirements
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of users need to also be investigated [55]. Therefore, caching
policies need to be adjusted to support layered video caching
as the caching decision should be taken per layer instead
of per video file [56]. The work in [55] considered joint
caching and SVC streaming over D2D networks. The authors
assumed that the eNB caches the entire video (all layers) and
due to capacity limitations, each user may partially cache
the video contents. Each requester can get the video from
nearby devices using D2D links or directly from the eNB if
the video is not cached. The authors proposed a two-stage
heuristic algorithmwith the objective of minimizing the aver-
age download time for users. The first stage is the cache
placement algorithm to decide the video files and the number
of layers to be cached based on users’ demand. Based on
the caching decision, the transmission strategy is determined,
constrained to the bandwidth allocated to each user. Similarly,
deterministic D2D caching with different quality level video
files is investigated in [57]. The authors assumed that the BS
decides which files of which quality to be cached. After a
requester finds the neighboring devices caching the required
video file, the helper devices should be selected carefully.
Therefore, the authors proposed a dynamic algorithm for
node association with the goal of maximizing the average
quality constrained to some playback delay. Another problem
considered in the paper is request collision, which happens
when multiple devices request video files from the same user.
Two techniques are proposed to solve this issue; either serve
only one user assuming that the others may find other helpers
caching their requested file or serve users simultaneously
at the cost of rate reduction. Furthermore, scheduling and
admission control algorithms for a sequence of video chunks
are formulated in [58]. Each chunk is encoded at various
quality levels and the objective is to select the quality mode,
source coding rate and the channel coding rate for each chunk
for all the users. The quality of the chunk and the source
coding rates selection is performed during the admission
control phase, while the channel coding rates assigned by
each helper are selected during the transmission scheduling
phase.

Continuing along the same lines, cached and segmented
video download (CSVD) has been presented in [59] where
the BS splits the cell into small clusters and the UEs are
assigned to each cluster based on their locations. Next, for
each cluster, deterministic caching is used and the BS selects
the central users as storage members (SMs) to cache popular
video files. Instead of caching the complete video content
in one node, the BS subdivides the video into segments
and stores them in multiple SMs so that the video can be
simultaneously received from multiple nodes. When a user
requests a video file, there are three transmission scenarios: if
the file is available in the SMs, it is transmitted directly to the
requester via a D2D link. If the requester is one of the SMs in
one cluster, the BS sends the video through a cellular link and
asks the SMs in the target cluster to save the file. Otherwise,
the BS forwards the file to the user through a regular cellular
transmission. The authors extended their work and introduced

a new architecture to improve the QoE of video transmission
in [60] and [61]. They combined the algorithm proposed in
[59] with dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH)
and evaluated the performance of the new architecture. The
metrics used to evaluate the QoEwere video stalling, continu-
ity index, initial delay and the bit rate. The proposed scheme
accomplishes significant improvements in QoE as captured
by the above-mentioned metrics.

C. ENERGY-AWARE CACHING IN D2D NETWORKS
Clearly, energy consumption is a critical issue especially for
the UEs due to their limited batteries. A D2D helper may
terminate the D2D link when its battery has a little energy
and this will affect the offloading gain and hit probability.
This makes the energy consumed by helpers a big concern in
D2D-enabled caching systems and that is why many studies
focused on the energy consumed by mobile devices to deliver
a particular video file to a specific requester.

The authors in [62] studied the effect of battery consump-
tion on offloading gain. First, the caching policy is opti-
mized with the objective of maximizing the offloading gain
according to a distance-dependent caching distribution. Then,
the transmission power of the helpers is optimized to mini-
mize the energy consumption. Finally, the relation between
energy cost and offloading is investigated. Results illustrated
that maximum offloading gain with low energy consumption
can be achieved by proper optimization of the collaboration
distance, the transmission power as well as the caching policy.
Also, in [63], an expression for the total energy consumed
and the total hit probability for video streaming in a D2D
caching system is derived. The authors considered the energy
consumed by the D2D transmitter and the BS when the
file is not cached and the energy consumed to access video
content in storage. Their target was to obtain a relationship
between energy consumption and the content distribution
mechanism. In addition to the above works, the energy con-
sumed by a helper is studied in [64]. The authors mainly
considered SVC where forward error correction (FEC) and
multiple description coding (MDC) are applied. In MDC,
the video stream is divided into sub-streams referred to as
descriptions. The authors proposed an energy-aware rate-
and description-allocation technique for video transmission
in which the optimal number of descriptions to be assigned
to each helper is optimized with the goal of maximizing the
energy savings. This is done taking into account the channel
gains, distances and interference to the BS. Considering the
D2DCSI and energy of the helpers, the rate of each video seg-
ment and the number of descriptions for each helper are deter-
mined. Comparing the proposed scheme to two non-optimal
strategies, the results illustrate that the proposed approach
conserves up to 300 Joules and enhances the QoE. Later in
[65], the same authors considered the effect of co-channel
interference on cellular UEs for further system performance
enhancement. In particular, the aim was to achieve high
energy efficiency while considering the interference between
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D2D links and UEs. In [66], a caching strategy to maximize
the cellular network offloading with an energy consumption
constraint is investigated. Two parameters are optimized; the
transmission power to minimize the energy consumption at
helper devices and the caching distribution strategy to maxi-
mize the BS offloading. Also, the authors in [67] defined an
optimization problem trying to satisfy energy and spectral
efficiency requirements for video transmission using D2D
communication. They formulated a problem with the goal of
minimizing the energy consumption while meeting the rate
requirements using transmission power adjustment, resource
allocation and relay selection. Moreover, to avoid D2D links
interruption during video dissemination due to battery outage
at the helpers, a joint route scheduling and video traffic
workloads algorithm based on a predefined energy budget for
each device is presented in [68]. The total energy consumed in
D2D cooperative video disseminationmust be below a budget
threshold. To avoid battery outage, the authors maximized
the minimum cooperative period of all devices. The proposed
framework improves the performance of D2D-based cooper-
ative video dissemination and results in a three-fold extension
in its lifetime.

On another related front, optimal caching and cooper-
ative distance design considering throughput, energy effi-
ciency (EE) perspectives and their tradeoff are studied
in [69]. The authors considered the effect of self-caching,
D2D caching and BS transmission. First, the caching policy
and cooperative distance design are analyzed for the goal
of throughput optimization considering two architectures;
random-push and prioritized-push networks. Following that,
optimizing EE, which is defined as the ratio of the total
average throughput to the total average power consumption
is discussed. By comparing throughput-based and EE-based
cooperative distance design, it was observed that optimiz-
ing throughput is different from optimizing EE and a trade-
off exists. In [70], the authors formulated an optimization
problem to jointly determine the optimal transmission and
caching policies with the goal of minimizing the energy
of the BS. They considered two scenarios; first when the
video contents are cached at the BS and the second when
caching is performed at user devices and D2D links are used
to share video contents. They compared the performance
of the deterministic and probabilistic caching and assessed
the impacts on local caching gain and pre-download gain in
the two scenarios. Results revealed that centralized caching
provides better performance than D2D caching and leads to
more energy saving.

Along with energy considerations, the economic aspects
of D2D communication are discussed in [71]. The goal is
to offload cellular traffic into multi-hop D2D video distri-
bution links since providers charge for cellular transmission
and not for D2D links. A video dissemination algorithm
with the objective of cellular traffic cost minimization taking
into account the energy consumed by individual devices is
formulated.

D. INCENTIVE-BASED CACHING IN D2D NETWORKS
Recently, an intuitive question has emerged; why should any
user cache a video file, transmit it using D2D communication
and drain its battery to provide high data rate for another
user. Previously, researchers assumed that users are willing
to collaborate and relay data to others using a direct D2D
link just out of good will. However, this is an impractical
assumption. Practically, users will not help in distributing
video files without getting benefits, so the providers have to
pay incentives to encourage such behavior. To address the
aforementioned issue, recent research directions investigated
how users should be rewarded. For example, the work in [72]
proposed motivating the users using a token-based strategy
in which the requester purchases the service electronically
from the helper and pays a token. A token acts like credit for
the user so they can get relay service in the future. Likewise,
an incentive mechanism to prompt users to participate in
video distribution is introduced in [73]. Users are categorized
into multicast and core users based on their social and mobil-
ity characteristics. Core users assist the BS in transmitting
video tomulticast users. A pricing-based scheme using Stack-
elberg game theory is proposed to reward core users. In that
game, the BS is considered as a game leader that sets the
initial price. After that, the followers (core users) show their
strategies to the leader. A similar theory is employed in [74]
for a pricing problem formulation. However, the UEs are set
as leaders and the BS as a follower. Similarly, the authors in
[1] proposed a contract algorithm by which the BS decides
which user can be selected as a relay and determines the
price to be paid for users who accept to work as sellers. They
also proposed two algorithms to match between sellers and
buyers with the objective of reducing the energy consumption
at the BS. Incentive-based distributed cache in which users
are rewarded for caching and helping in video distribution
is also presented in [32] where users can elect to cache
video files that increase their incentives. A major difference
from the incentive-based mechanisms mentioned earlier is
that the effect of interference is also considered. For each UE,
the net utility is calculated as the rewards paid by the BS after
subtracting the interference the D2D link introduces to the
system.

E. CHALLENGES IN CACHE-BASED D2D NETWORKS
There are still some challenges in D2D-based video caching
schemes that may open new research directions and need
to be addressed. For example, secure communication rep-
resents a challenge in caching systems because it is dif-
ficult to cache encrypted video content. Also, the limited
storage of user devices should be considered [25]. Other
issues include whether a user will still accept, in spite of the
incentives, to participate in video distribution or not, the effect
of mobility, the need for regular updates of cache contents,
the reliability of the transmission and finally, the need for
efficient interference management and scheduling for D2D
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communication. These limitations may result in an increase
in the OP. As a result, some authors, as in [23] proposed a
technique to reduce the OP via proposing multiple devices to
a single device algorithm, where a reference user in dense
areas requests a video file and receives it from multiple
serving nodes at the same time thus effectively achieving
diversity in reception. They derived an expression for the OP
as a function of the UE memory size, the popularity of the
requested videos as well as the SINR. The effect of different
degrees of mobility on the performance of D2D caching has
also been studied in [75].

A brief summary of the works proposed on D2D video
caching is presented in Table 1 showing the objective of each
work, the analytical tools used as well as the performance
metric(s) reported.

This section focused on works that studied caching tech-
niques in D2D networks using either information theo-
retic or algorithmic approaches to unleash the potential of
cache-enabled D2D systems. The existing works focused on
reducing backhaul traffic, maximizing throughput per user or
minimizing average delay and energy consumption. Future
works should tackle some challenges that need further inves-
tigation. For example, the design of mobility-aware caching
since themobility of users affects the performance of caching.
Also, caching techniques need to adapt to the change of
popularity of content in the design of cache placement and
delivery strategies. Other challenges to be considered could
be interference between the users, which is usually ignored
especially in grid-based caching as well as their social char-
acteristics.

IV. REAL-TIME VIDEO STREAMING IN D2D NETWORKS
Unlike pre-coded video contents, which are well suited to
D2D video caching, live video streaming has a main distinct
characteristic, which is its hard deadline. That is, each packet
must be received and decoded on time to be usable, otherwise,
it is considered lost. Recently, many studies considered live
video streaming, which is sensitive to stability and delay, over
D2D communication. Real-time video dissemination (e.g.,
for breaking news or sports events) to a group of UEs using
two transmission phases is discussed in [76]. The authors pre-
sented an approach that aims at minimizing the mean video
distortion using instantly decodable network coding (IDNC)
and real-time video attributes. Firstly, the BS broadcasts
video packets to all UEs, but due to the network conditions,
some packets might be lost. Hence, in the next transmission
phase, the devices cooperate using D2D communication to
retrieve the missing packets. It is claimed that the proposed
scheme enhances the quality of the received video. Also,
the problem of real-time streaming when multiple devices are
interested in receiving the same live video has been studied
in [77]. This work divided the live video stream into blocks,
which are further split into smaller chunks. Each device was
allowed to receive chunks via cellular and D2D interfaces,
simultaneously. The authors also proposed an algorithm to
minimize the transmission through the cellular interface to

save cost while considering the QoE, which was defined in
terms of the average number of received blocks.

A. CLUSTER FORMATION STRATEGIES IN REAL-TIME
VIDEO MULTICAST D2D NETWORKS
There are some relatedworks consideringD2D cluster-assisted
cellular communication in real time video stream multicast-
ing. The real-time video streaming multicast and broadcast
multimedia services (MBMS) over LTE is investigated in
[78] to study the effect of integrating D2D communication for
improving the QoS. The authors also proposed an approach
to reduce the energy consumed by the BS and mobile devices
in multicasting by forming coalitions. The energy-based
cluster formation mechanism consists of two stages; first,
in the initialization phase, all users communicate directly
with the BS (so a cluster effectively consists of only one
user) and no D2D links exist. The following step is to find
the user (or cluster) Ci that consumes the highest energy
per node. To reduce the overall energy consumption, the BS
searches for another user Cj that when merged with Ci,
the total energy consumption is reduced. This can be achieved
by transmitting data to user Cj directly from the BS, then
this user forwards it to Ci using a D2D link so that the
total energy consumed by the newly formed cluster is lower
than the energy consumed by cluster members individually
communicating directly with the BS, i.e., ECi∪Cj ≤ ECi+ECj .
This process is repeated until no further enhancement (more
energy saving) can be achieved. Similarly, Shen et al. [79]
proposed an energy-based clustering technique using the
merge and split algorithm to form D2D coalitions to save
the energy consumed at the BS assuming real-time video
streaming from either the BS or the CH. To control the total
energy per coalition, the coalition head is chosen to reduce
the energy consumption and a relaxation factor is introduced
to determine the acceptable level of energy consumption
per coalition. On the other hand, in [80], cluster formation
based on users’ locations is proposed. Users close to the base
station are selected as CHs that receive the video directly
from the BS then relay it to other users. Comparing [80] to
previous work, rather than transmitting the full video from
the BS to the CH, the video is divided into segments and each
CH receives a portion of the segments. Following that, each
CH forwards the segments to its neighboring CHs. Finally,
the complete video is transmitted to the devices within the
cluster using Wi-Fi. The proposed algorithm is shown to
provide better performance in terms of energy efficiency and
battery lifetime.

B. REAL-TIME SVC MULTICAST D2D NETWORKS
Similar to caching, SVC multicast has been considered as
an effective way for real-time video transmission. Some
authors proposed multicasting real-time SVC over cellular-
D2D communication to improve the users’ experience as
in [81] and [82]. Specifically, in [81], the authors proposed
multicasting SVC over the D2D network underlaying LTE
where joint resource allocation, mode selection and power
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TABLE 1. Brief summary of the literature on video caching for D2D video streaming.

control are addressed with the goal of maximizing the total
network throughput. Each video stream is encoded into L
layers and the user can receive at least the base layer when

a certain SINR threshold is met. Each D2D pair shares the
resources with one cellular user and introduces interference.
To mitigate interference, the authors fixed the transmission
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power of UEs and adjusted the power of the D2D transmitter.
The problem is then decomposed into two subproblems; first
selecting the D2D pairs to access the network, then assigning
resources. Simulation results showed that the proposedmodel
improves the overall system throughput while providing bet-
ter video quality. Also, a D2D cooperative-assisted algorithm
is introduced in [82] to achieve the required QoE for each
UE where communication occurs in two steps; multicast and
cooperative. Firstly, the BS multicasts the video content to
a group of UEs via cellular links. Afterwards, in the coop-
eration stage, the users who successfully decoded all video
layers (referred to as the responsible UEs) assist other UEs
(the target UEs) to meet their QoE by transmitting the needed
data using D2D communication. Similar to [52], in [83],
clusters are formed based on user preference, social attributes
and location information. First, the BS multicasts the video
base layer to all users using minimum transmission rate and
the highest-rate link is then selected for enhancement layers
transmission. Clearly, some users with bad channel quality
might be unable to correctly decode all enhancement packets,
hence users multicast enhancement layers to each other to
improve their QoE.

Even though most of the available work in the literature
employs SVC as a video coding technique, experimental
results conducted in [84] to compare different coding tech-
niques revealed that MDC is the best encoding scheme for
real-time D2D video streaming from the QoE point of view.

C. Wi-Fi DIRECT D2D NETWORKS
Wi-Fi direct is a technique that allows users to communicate
directly with each other without having to traverse the cellular
network. Consequently, Wi-Fi direct can be thought of as a
form of D2D communications. A Wi-Fi direct group consists
of a group owner (GO), which acts as a Wi-Fi access point
(AP) and groupmembers connected to theGO. In [85], a tech-
nique to offload cellular networks and reduce the number of
resources needed for video streaming by using different radio
access technologies such as Wi-Fi Direct and LTE Direct was
proposed. By comparing different paths, the best air interface
is selected and when the video is transmitted using Wi-Fi
Direct, the number of used LTE resource blocks (RBs) is
minimized. Simulation results showed that there is a 16%
reduction in the number of used RBs that can be used to serve
other users.

Although D2D communication can indeed relieve the con-
gestion in cellular networks by offloading data traffic, this
congestion can actually be inherited or passed on to the
D2D links themselves. This congestion may result in wireless
access issues due to simultaneous connections from multiple
D2Dpairs. In addition, users could still be receiving data from
the eNB via cellular links while forwarding it to other UEs
using outband D2D communication. The existence of two
types of connections may thus lead to cross-network inter-
actions and eventual degradation in the performance of D2D
transmission. To overcome these problems, powerful medium
access control (MAC) techniques are needed for efficient

coordination of D2D transmissions. Using Network Coding
(NC), the work in [86] presented an adaptive cooperative
NC-based MAC (ACNC-MAC) approach for Wi-Fi direct
D2D communications.

Not only can Wi-Fi direct be used to offload a cellular
network but it can also offload Wi-Fi APs in dense areas.
For example, in [87], the authors considered an area with
high-density traffic where multiple users are interested in
downloading the same video file from a Wi-Fi AP. When all
users try to download the file simultaneously, this increases
the interference level and results in rate degradation. Hence,
the authors suggested using Wi-Fi direct as a solution to
offload the AP. Clustering and scheduling algorithms are
used to divide users into groups and organize files transmis-
sion where clustering is based on the position of users; users
close to each other form a cluster. The user located at the
center of the cluster is selected as a GO, which receives the
file of interest from theWi-Fi AP and forwards it to the group
members. In order to further reduce the interference between
clusters, power control techniques are applied as well.

In summary, the works in this section discussed real-time
video streaming where multicasting was proposed as an effi-
cient way to stream video to a group of UEs. Most of the
presented papers studied cluster formation techniques from
the perspective of energy consumption. Within this context,
further study on energy harvesting for cluster heads could
be a useful research direction as a way to decrease their
energy consumption. Also, Wi-Fi direct was proposed as
a technique to improve the performance of D2D by using
the soft-AP technique to enhance connectivity. In the future,
if Wi-Fi direct becomes widely spread, a deeper investigation
will be required to improve the coexistence with and reduce
the interference introduced to other devices occupying the
unlicensed spectrum.

V. INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT IN D2D
VIDEO STREAMING
As mentioned earlier, introducing D2D communication
imposes various challenges including mode selection, inter-
ference management as well as device discovery and secu-
rity. An important issue that needs to be addressed in D2D
communication underlaying cellular networks is the mutual
interference between cellular and D2D links in order to
maintain an appropriate level of QoS. Clearly, integrating
D2D communication into cellular networks introduces two
kinds of interference, namely, co-tier and cross-tier inter-
ference. The former is the interference between D2D pairs
when multiple pairs share the same resources while the latter
occurs between D2D and UEs when D2D pairs reuse the
same resources allocated to UEs. These two types of inter-
ference can occur between users within the cell; intra-cell
interference, or between users from adjacent cells; inter-cell
interference [7]. Fig. 5 depicts different types of interference
in D2D underlaying cellular networks. Several interference
management mechanisms have thus been presented in the lit-
erature. These mechanisms target allocating radio resources
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FIGURE 5. Types of interference in D2D-underlaid cellular networks.

(power and bandwidth) to cellular and D2D users in an effi-
cient way so as to decrease the level of interference. This,
in turn, maximizes the system throughput as well as preserves
power [7]. Usually, resource allocation is jointly discussed
with mode selection but in this subsection we will focus on
works that have discussed interference management schemes
only. It is also important to note that the interference manage-
ment problem is clearly not exclusive to video streaming over
D2D and that is why the amount of literature available on this
topic is simply huge. That is why in this subsection, we focus
only on works that addressed the effect of interference within
the context of video streaming over the D2D links and ways
to mitigate this.

To mitigate intra-cell interference between D2D pairs,
some researchers allowed only one D2D transmission to
be active per cluster in each time slot [24], [29], [31].
Others have adopted outband D2D communication in the
form of Wi-Fi Direct to completely avoid interference to
the UEs as previously discussed in Section IV-C. A third
group completely ignored the existence of inter-cell inter-
ference between cellular and D2D links. For example,
Golrezaei et al. assumed that inter-cell interference is small
and can be neglected [24], [30]. Also, in [28], inter-cell
interference is ignored via adjusting the transmission power
such that the cluster coverage is bounded by a radius r .
Acknowledging the existence of inter-cell interference,

many works have proposed the use of power control to
limit its level. For example, the authors in [88] proposed
a new algorithm to simultaneously send video using cel-
lular and D2D links. When the transmitter and receiver
are closely located, D2D transmission is enabled and the

BS assigns a reuse uplink frequency for the D2D link
while keeping the cellular transmission. A power con-
trol algorithm is then employed to limit the interfer-
ence between the cellular and D2D links to a specific
threshold.

A different approach for handling interference has been
proposed in [89] where the main idea is to control the inter-
ference level between the D2D and cellular links based on
the importance of the video frames being transmitted. Specif-
ically, based on whether the data belongs to an I-, P- or
B-frames. The authors considered a network model con-
sisting of an LTE UE that is uploading a video file to the
network and a D2D user who is simultaneously transmit-
ting data traffic to its neighbor. The D2D transmitter adjusts
the probability of transmission depending on the type of
frame being uploaded by the UE assuming that any damage
in the I-frame affects the whole group of pictures (GOP).
The authors formulated an optimization problem using the
Markov process to maximize the throughput of the D2D link
constrained to achieving a minimum peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) for the video being uploaded to the network
by the LTE UE. A very similar idea has been investigated
in [90] where a city monitoring application is presented in
which video streams from surveillance cameras are first pro-
cessed for object detection purposes by real-time resources
then uploaded to the network. The objective is to control the
interference at the BS from D2D links that reuse the uplink
spectrum. Based on the frame type and D2D transmission
probability, a D2D transmitter decides whether to transmit
data and interfere with the uplink video transmission or not.
When an I-frame is being transmitted, the D2D transmitter
chooses not to communicate with its neighbor and the inter-
ference at the eNodeB is reduced. Otherwise, if B or P frames
are transmitted, the D2D link is established and interference
will be introduced to the BS.
The problem of resource allocation in video streaming

D2D communications is tightly coupled to interference man-
agement and they both could actually be jointly tackled as
we stated earlier. Wu et al. investigated this issue in [91]
and [92]. In [91], a sub-carriers and transmission power allo-
cation algorithm for each D2D is designed with the goal of
minimizing the video mean square error (MSE) for simulta-
neous k D2D pairs. The allocation is based on the channel
state and video rate distortion. Similarly, a joint sub-carriers
assignment and transmission power allocation algorithmwith
the goal of maximizing the overall video quality is proposed
in [92] where k D2D pairs and N sub-carriers are assumed.
Initially, randomly chosen N D2D pairs are assigned to N
sub-carriers. Then using iterations, the remaining D2D pairs
are assigned to sub-carriers while considering co-channel
interference to the pre-assigned D2D pairs so that the overall
video MSE decreases.

In summary, although many of the interference mitigation
methods discussed here are similar to conventional inter-
ference management techniques, new techniques have also
been proposed to reduce the interference based on video
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characteristics such as the frame type being transmitted. Also,
virtually all of the discussed works focus on omnidirectional
antennas. However, interference management schemes for
directional interference in next generation mmWave-based
cellular systems could be a future research direction that
needs to be considered.

VI. MODE SELECTION SCHEMES IN D2D
VIDEO STREAMING
As mentioned earlier, there are three modes of operation
for D2D communications; dedicated, reuse and cellular.
Mode selection determines whether to use dedicated or reuse
resources [93]. This topic has got considerable research
interest and is usually jointly studied with power control,
resource allocation or channel assignment. It is also impor-
tant to note that it is not exclusive to D2D video streaming
but is presented in the literature within different contexts.
In this section, we will focus only on the works that con-
sider mode selection in the context of D2D video stream-
ing. We start with [94] where a joint mode selection and
video coding algorithm for video streaming is discussed to
maximize the video quality in consideration of maximum
energy consumption. After selecting the coding scheme for
each frame (I, P or B), it is forwarded using one of the possi-
ble transmission modes. Similarly, mode selection is jointly
considered with power control for variable bit rate (VBR)
video streaming in [95] aiming at maximizing the overall data
rate while considering buffer utilization (buffer underflow
and overflow events). Transmission power in each of the
three possible modes is determined then the optimal mode
that achieves the best data rate is selected. Simulation results
showed that the proposed strategy performs better than using
one mode for transmission. Mode selection is also studied in
[96] and the mode is chosen based on the channel quality
index (CQI). However, only cellular and dedicated modes
are considered to avoid interference to UEs in the reuse
mode. In a similar way, using outband D2D, the transmission
mode is chosen to maximize the throughput under a packet
delay constraint in [97]. Based on channel quality, the packet
is transmitted directly from BS or through a relay via a
D2D link.

As a future direction of research, it is important to real-
ize that the frequency of execution of the mode selection
algorithm depends on the devices distribution as well as
their mobility. Therefore, how often mode selection should
be done has to be considered. Furthermore, reducing mode
selection overhead is another possible problem that can
be tackled in order to improve the performance of the
network.

VII. QUALITY-AWARE STREAMING FOR D2D
VIDEO DELIVERY
As mentioned in Section I, video-based applications have
become the dominant traffic in wireless networks and in
this type of applications, minimum requirements on the
QoE of the end user need to be met. QoE is generally

linked to two main factors: video quality and continuity of
streaming, both of which are greatly influenced by channel
quality and the employed resource allocation scheme. In
this section, we focus on works that took into account the
end-user QoE while designing the video delivery algorithms
used by the D2D links rather than the typical data rate or
throughput as their performance metric. Among the works
discussed earlier, [57], [60], [61] and [82] fall under this
category. In what follows, we discuss other similar related
works.

For a high-quality video with low-latency constraints,
the authors in [74] proposed a joint source selection and
power control mechanism to select the best source device.
The power of the selected device is then allocated to enhance
the video quality by calculating the Stackelberg equilibrium
that considers the benefits of both the BS and the source.
Similarly, to improve the QoE, the work in [98] introduced
a QoE-aware resource allocation algorithm for adaptive D2D
video streaming. In adaptive video transmission, there is a
tradeoff between video quality and the number of stall events.
Transmitting video with high data rate results in high quality
but this may lead to stall events under bad radio conditions.
The proposed scheme aims to maximize the quality of video
while taking into account the number of stall events. The
video is encoded at multiple quality levels and the optimal
number of layers for each user should be determined. After
calculating the rate for each user, a high-quality level will be
selected when the buffer queue is long and low quality when
the buffer is empty. The proposed scheme performs better
than QoE-oblivious resource allocation schemes in terms of
quality and number of stall events. Also, a QoE-aware power
allocation algorithm for video transmission is presented in
[99] to improve the user experience. The approach was to
formulate an optimization problem that maximizes the video
quality for all D2D users subject to the minimum data rate
needed by each user, a maximum transmission power and a
specific level of interference that can be tolerated. Similar to
[60] and [61], DASH is adopted for video streaming in [100].
Using the max weighted independent set (MWIS) and Flash-
LinQ link methods, scheduling and streaming algorithms are
designed to maximize the quality of video transmission. First,
scheduling is performed to decide which D2D pairs will
transmit at each time slot by considering the interference
threshold. Each video file is then split into chunks and each
chunk is encoded at different quality levels so that in the next
transmission step, each scheduled transmitter determines the
quality level of each chunk.

It can be seen that all the papers discussed in this section
considered adaptive video streaming by dividing the video
into sequential chunks with multiple quality levels to match
the bandwidth availability. Possible future work can also
consider energy consumption, which is a factor that heavily
affects the user experience. Additionally, all papers consid-
ered only a single cell model. Another possible direction is
thus to design low complexity QoE-aware resource allocation
schemes for multiple cells.
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VIII. D2D COMMUNICATION WITH NEW ENABLING
TECHNOLOGIES
Recent generation network technologies (4G and 5G) incor-
porate many new techniques that have been integrated to
improve the performance. This includes the use of mil-
limeter wave (mmWave) spectrum, massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO), heterogeneous networks (HetNets)
and cognitive radio capabilities (CRN) [101]. Integrating
these technologies into D2D proximity service provides ben-
efits such as mitigating the interference and supporting high
throughput. In this section, we shed some light on works that
have tackled these issues, again within the context of video
streaming.

The use of mmWave spectrum is one of the new enabling
technologies for next generation cellular systems. Due to
the abundantly available bandwidth over this band, it is
expected that this technology will have a very positive
impact on video transmission. By exploiting mmWave, D2D
multi-hop transmission is introduced in [102] to maximize
the quality of video transmission via selecting the optimal
route. A similar problem is addressed in [103] where a
routing selection algorithm for multi-hop D2D communica-
tion was proposed while taking into account the effect of
interference that exists in high-directional millimeter-wave
propagation.

D2D-underlaying cellular networks with MIMO-enabled
devices can significantly enhance system capacity. Scaling
laws of throughput for MIMO systems are considered in
[104], [105]. The work in [104] investigated a cache-induced
MIMO hierarchical cooperation approach where the network
is split into clusters and one transmission is active per cluster
with more than one cluster allowed to be active simulta-
neously. The proposed scheme consists of two phases: the
hierarchical caching placement, which is the cache initiation
phase to decide how to distribute the video contents into
caches of different nodes and the tree-graph-based content
delivery phase. The content delivery scheme consists of four
layers: source determination layer, routing layer, cooperation
layer and physical layer. The authors analyzed the throughput
performance of the proposed approach and they claimed
that the proposed scheme provides significant throughput
gain compared to cache-assisted multihop approach. Finally,
the throughput scaling law with the size of caches of the
proposed schemewas derived. Similarly, the caching network
based on hierarchical cooperation is discussed in [105]. Dif-
ferent from [104], here the authors investigate the throughput
scaling with the number of users. Their analytical results
revealed that the average aggregate throughput is almost lin-
ear with the number of users. Also, the authors in [106] pro-
posed optimal as well as heuristic algorithms for precoding
and power allocation in multicasting D2D networks employ-
ingmassiveMIMOat the BS. Simulation results show that the
proposed solutions are superior to the conventional precoding
and power allocation schemes. Full as well as partial CSI
were considered in this work.

On another related front, the use of HetNets is expected
to dominate in the near future. HetNets promise advantages
such as offloading the cellular network, improving the data
rates and expanding the coverage areas. This is achieved
through the use of smaller cells including pico- and femto-
cells. However, the main issue in using this technology is
that the picocell edge users (PEUEs) suffer from low video
quality due to interference from the much stronger microcell
eNBs. The work in [107] aims at improving the video quality
of PEUEs by using two transmission paths; a direct path
from the picocell eNB and a relay-assisted path from the
picocell eNB to a selected relay then to PEUEs via D2D
links. The second path is used only to recover frame losses if
required as the relay sends the lost packets to the user until the
frame is recovered. Comparing the proposed mechanism to
the conventional scheme when there is only one transmission
path from the picocell eNB to PEUEs and frame freeze is
used as a frame recovery technique shows that the proposed
approach enhances the video quality due to frames recovery
using the extra added path.

IX. D2D VIDEO STREAMING APPLICATIONS
D2D video streaming can generally be used in local services
(e.g., social video sharing and local advertising), emergency
communications and Internet-of-Things (IoT) improvement.
D2D is also considered as a technique that can significantly
improve the performance of a cellular network when natural
disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes happen because
the conventional network may be severely damaged [108].

Current public safety networks mainly depend on voice
and messaging services, which should be evolved to support
broadband services such as video streaming, image transfer
and database access. Transmitting videos and images might
help in solving some challenges related to public safety such
as giving situation awareness to first responders and provide
powerful evidence. For this reason, D2D communication
has been exploited in public safety networks to transmit
and receive real-time video, images and critical information
to/from disaster sites in [109]. In this work, a cooperative
cluster formation approach with the target of minimizing the
energy consumption of UEs using a merge algorithm is sug-
gested. The proposed approach conserves the energy in both
uplink and downlink directions. Another example is given in
[110] where a video with a high resolution is transmitted by a
helicopter from a disaster location to a command center. After
that, the data center multicasts the information to first respon-
ders. Moreover, Yaacoub studied the performance of D2D
communications in public safety networks in [111] where a
coalitions formation algorithm is proposed to maximize the
minimum throughput. The considered system consists of a
BS andmultiple users forming clusters where only one device
(a CH) communicates with the BS, receives video directly
and then forwards the data to other UEs. In the beginning,
all UEs are connected to the BS, next, the UEs are sorted in
an ascending order according to their achievable throughput
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TABLE 2. Brief summary of the literature on interference management, mode selection, video quality-centric schemes as well as the use of D2D video
streaming in public safety networks.

so that the first device is the one with the worst channel
conditions. Starting from the first UE, the D2D link that
maximizes the rate is selected. If this UE is a CH, then the link

to the BS is disconnected and the CH and group members are
connected to the device that maximizes their rates using D2D
links. Furthermore, a relay selection algorithm is introduced
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TABLE 3. Brief summary of the literature on interference management, mode selection, video quality-centric schemes as well as the use of D2D video
streaming in public safety networks.

in [112] to expand the coverage and improve the throughput
of UEs when the disaster location is far from the BS. The data
is transmitted to the selected relay using D2D communication
then a direct link is used to forward this data to the BS.
A relay is selected based on the relay-path throughput; a UE
with the highest-path throughput is chosen as a relay. Finally,
a resource allocation algorithm for D2D communication to
improve the aggregate throughput of a public safety network
is considered in [113]. Multiple D2D pairs are allowed to
share the same resources when the interference level is below
a specific threshold. Two scheduling algorithms are studied
for that purpose; round robin and proportional fair.

Clearly, the papers that considered the usage of D2D com-
munications for video streaming in public safety networks
focused on coalition-formation strategies for the purpose of
minimizing energy consumption and improving the system
throughput. Interesting topics for future work include investi-
gating the scenario with multiple cells where inter-cell inter-
ference should be considered. Another interesting direction
is to consider both throughput maximization and energy con-
sumption in cluster-head selection and coalitions formation
and also include energy constraints for each device in addition
to minimizing the energy consumption of the coalition.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the proposed approaches
in interference management, mode selection, quality-aware
streaming schemes and the use of D2D in public safety
networks in terms of problems tackled, proposed solutions,
analytical tools as well as performance metrics.

X. CONCLUSION
D2D communication is presented as a key solution to enhance
the performance of traditional cellular networks. Over the last
decade, multimedia applications have constituted the main
drive of the growing demands of cellular data traffic and
D2D is proposed as a technique to offload wireless networks
and can indeed be exploited to achieve high-quality video

transmission. In this survey, we have provided a comprehen-
sive review of the available literature that discussed video
transmission using D2D communications. Several techniques
were discussed related to combining caching of video files
with D2D communications, resource management, interfer-
ence management, mode selection and video quality-aware
streaming schemes. Lastly, this survey also highlights the
possibility of using D2D communication in the area of public
safety networks.
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